Job Walk - Addendum for RFP # 2015-E104, Cabling Infrastructure

1. Add 4 Security Camera locations to GYM (3 data drops each) per Security Camera Plans
2. Add three 2" Conduits between portables 23 and 24 using 16”x16” cans
3. Add 2” Sleeves between portables 26 and 28, 28 and 30, 23 and 25, 25 and 27, 27 and 29.
4. All Patch Cables for CAT6 Cabling will be Black
5. Fiber patch cords will be Qty. 2 LC/SC 50 micron per 48 port patch panel 2 meter length
6. Twin 70 Raceway for Room 23 – New Computer Lab
7. Panduit High Density Patch panels are required in IDF and MDF locations. See Cabling Specs.
8. 5” Panduit Strain Relief bars will be required for HD Patching Panels in IDF/MDF locations
9. 8” Panduit Cat 6 Performance UTP cables are required for HD patching. See Cabling Specs.
10. Include protective cage for GYM WAP
11. Modifications/Additions to Cabling and Infrastructure Specification 3.0 or Cabling Scope will need to be pre-approved by the District.
12. All Fiber Feeds in false ceiling/attic space will need to be installed in innerduct.
13. All J-hooks require 5’ or less spacing in between each other and no more than 60% Max Cable Capacity.
14. 15’ to 25’ Patch cables may be required for Station Patching where computers exceed 10’ from data drop location.
15. Please provide fifty 25’ and fifty 15’ Black Patch cables to scope.
16. All penetrations require sleeves.
17. Room 22 require saw cutting of floor to add two 1 ¼ inch, and one ¾ inch conduits for data and power to new location in center of room.

   a. All floor and tile work must be included in quote.
   b. District will provide power feed to new location.

18. MDF Data Cabinet Part Number CPI M1243-732 (Room 933)

19. IDF Data Cabinet Part Number CPI M1220-712 (Rooms 968, 945, 23)

20. Please remove MPR IDF/Cabling/Camera Scope from RFP# 2015-E104 and provide an Alternate bid for this building/location.

21. Demo all antiquated data and fiber optic cabling once a building has been tested and completed. (once a building is complete, the demo should follow)

22. Contractor to remove existing IDF/MDF racks after District Removes equipment.

23. All Exterior wireless/camera boxes are to be painted to match buildings.

24. Appendix B – Correction – Line 62

   a. Mini-Com TX5e UTP Jack Modules (Blue) Phone

** Must be signed/dated and submitted with Proposal**